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It’s official: we’re open!

The first TENNIS-PLUS center is now open: come visit us!

TENNIS-PLUS @ CENTRE SPORTIF DE VALEYRES

Grand’ Rue 3

1441 Valeyres-sous-Montagny (VD, Switzerland)

Open daily from 7am to 10pm

www.TENNIS-PLUS.ch



About Us
Tennis at the core.
I was born in 1982 and despite a few tennis classes at the age of 7, I haven’t really gotten to it before the age of 32, when my first
baby was one year old. That is when I decided to take some private lessons. And tennis caught me. I have been playing nearly non-
stop ever since (eventhough I have had three more babies along the way – I was playing until the last month of each of my
pregrancies;-). Tennis has become my sport. And, as a working mother of 4 kids, I would spend nearly “all my” free time playing
tennis.

Tennis has allowed me to meet some great people, at different clubs, but mostly at the Tennis Club de Valeyres, nearby my house.
Hanging out with my tennis mates has made me realize that we all have that same passion (sometimes, you could say tennis is almost
an addiction), but none of us were doing anything else (in terms of physical activities) but tennis. Amongst the amateurs playing on
courts, you see all kinds of people: from very young to less young, and of all different types of backgrounds and physical shapes.
What I want is for people (including myself;-) to be able to play tennis as often as long as possible.

This is what inspired me to create TENNIS-PLUS.

I have also been able to observe that, from a business perspective, there are many tennis clubs in my home country, Switzerland, as
well as in other countries, that are not being used at their full potential. I therefore designed TENNIS-PLUS to help boost the activities
in and around those clubs, hoping to create a win-win situation, for both the tennis clubs and their clients. Ultimately, my aim is to
contribute to the sustainability of my favorite sport. Because, again, what I want is for all of us to be able to play tennis as often and as
long as possible.



Our Mission

Tennis & more, for everyone

Our mission is to 
enable amateur tennis 
players to play tennis 
as often and as long
as possible.



What we offer

FIT

WELL

FUN

HAPPY

Group classes for players to be fit.

Private therapy sessions for players to feel well.

Cool activities, just to have fun.

Gifts for tennis lovers, by



FIT – Physical Condition

We offer group classes for players to be fit. All our classes are given by certified professional coaches.

Physical Training: coordination, power, endurance

Pilates: core strengthening, protect your spine

Warm-Up & Cool-Down: avoid injuries

Yoga: concentration, balance, focus



WELL – Wellness

We offer private therapy sessions for players to feel well. All our therapists are certified professionals.

Massages: relax, relieve muscle ache or pain

Physiotherapy: heal, relieve joint pain, prepare body

Osteopathy: heal, unlock spinal and body tensions

Nutrition: find the right balance to feel great



FUN – Events

We organize events for companies, kids and for all tennis fans.

Company Events: team building, seminars, outings

Kids: birthday parties for kids

Events: grand slam public viewing, after-parties

Tournaments: x-mas, tea-nnis, tennis night… for fun



HAPPY – Gift Shop by

Welcome to the world of HAPPY TENNIS, a brand that designs gifts for tennis lovers.



Contact Information

TENNIS-PLUS is a project created by VF SOLUTIONS, Véronique Fiorin

www.TENNIS-PLUS.ch

contact@tennis-plus.ch
+41 78 228 31 21
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